
W e all have our problems – 
marriage, work, illness, 

loneliness, but there is one far 
greater problem that surfaces at 

times –“Why am I here?” –“What 

should I believe?” and of course 
“What happens when I die?” 

The faith factor gives many people a 
basic problem right at the outset! “I 

don’t believe anything!” is quite a 
common approach. Think about it 

for a second or two and you quickly 

realise that that’s exactly what you 
do believe then – nothing! 

So the first point to learn is that 
believing is not an option, we have 

to believe in something – even if 

that something is nothing! 
(Confusing isn’t it?) 

So if we must believe in something 
the option narrows considerably, 

perhaps to why should I believe in 
God? 

Example in point – “I don’t know if 

the Bodmin beast exists, nor do I 
the Loch Ness monster. “ So what? 

So nothing! It doesn’t matter one 
way or the other. Neither will have a 

profound impact on my life whether 

they do or do not exist. Try this as a 
comparison though. “I don’t know if 

God exists.”  If I am wrong there 
will be massive implications for me 

one way or the other.  

That’s the Agnostic view, ticking the 
“don’t know” box and wriggling out 

of the options. Would it be a wise 
option to leave it at that then and 

simply wait and see? 

Atheism is the belief that God does 

not exist – an absolute denial of the 

absolute. The world is simply there 
and always has been. No discussion 

or rationale – no other option. 

Atheism is rather empty though – 

take a look for yourself. 

� It offers no discussion or 
commentary, nor logic, just a 
blanket statement 

� It supplies no reason for the 
universe or anything in it 

� It does not provide any 
meaning for life 

� It cannot account for the 
inherent moral values that we 
all have 

� It makes a nonsense of 
emotions that the human 
possesses 

� It provides no division between 
right and wrong, good or evil 

The empty space 

can and is filled 
with the human 

belief that there 

is a divine 
creator. The vast 

amount of religions and 

belief systems testify to this. There 

are a staggering 200 different faith 

systems available to the seeker, the 
top four are -: 

♦Christianity (33%) 

♦Islam (21%) 

♦Hinduism (14%) 

♦Buddhism (5%) 

The text that transcends all others is 
the Bible. It quite simply has stood 

the test of time, and it has been 
quite a test! Attacked, the authors 

imprisoned and killed, millions of 
copies destroyed. Yet it remains the 

world’s best selling book.  

☺ Its history has proved 
impressively reliable – check it 
out if you don’t believe this 
statement 

☺ None of its scientific content 
has ever been proved wrong 

☺ None of its prophesies have 
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failed to occur  

☺ Its moral principals 

are without equal  

☺ Its teaching meets the needs of 

our innermost nature 

The word Lord appears well over 

6000 times in the Bible and it tells us 
that God is the sole and sovereign 

ruler of all other reality, past, present 

and future – the great King above all 
Gods. 

� God is all powerful and is utterly 
holy 

� He is perfect, and 

� He is loving 

Many people point to death as 

being the utter end of the human 

form, but the Bible says something 
radically different. It provides hope 

and inspiration for millions who 
believe its words to be true and “God 

breathed.” There is more documented 
evidence for a divine creator than for 

any other possibility. Many eminent 

people over the years have set out to 
disprove the Bible and its message 

only to end up becoming Christians 
themselves, being 

unable to explain 

the universe in any 
other tangible way. 

The Bible provides 
an explanation for the creation which 

is every bit as tangible and plausible 

as other theories. 

The scourge of sin has blighted all sixty 

billion people who have ever lived on 

our planet – all except one and of 
course he was Jesus of Nazareth. Look 

at the facts. 

☺ His humanity, he was a baby, a 
young child; he grew into a man 
with the same feelings and 
emotions as you and I. He knew 
hunger and thirst, joy and 
sorrow, just as we do. 

☺ His integrity was unquestionable 
– he was tempted but never 
gave way, but of course he was 
without sin 

☺ His divinity – although he was a 

man he was truly divine, the son 
of God. He was God in the 
human form. He came for you to 
save you. Born by miraculous 
conception, taught and preached 
in an amazing way, convicted of 
crimes he never committed and 
finally suffered in the cruelest 
way and then killed. All without 
protest or without laying blame 
at anyone’s feet. Then he was 
resurrected from the dead. 

A student was once asked what he 
thought of Jesus Christ and his reply 

was quite interesting. “I am not sure” 
he said, “but I do know that everything 

rests on whether he rose 

from the dead” He was of 
course exactly right. If Jesus 

never rose from the dead 

the whole Christian faith is dead and 
the Bible would be worthless paper; but 

look at the evidence.  

There are 3 powerful reasons for 

believing the resurrection actually 
occurred -: 

☺ The hundreds of eyewitnesses. 
Jesus appeared to over 500 
people. Not one of them ever 
retracted their statements.  

☺ The sudden and powerful 
transformation of the disciples. 
Before the resurrection they, for 
the most part were terrified and 
frightened. Their hero had been 
killed and they were probably 
going to be the next in line. They 
were transformed into dynamic, 
heroic and fearless men 
prepared to be tortured and 
killed for their faith. 

☺ The Christian Church has stood 
the test of time and so has the 
story told in the Bible. Which 
other publication and story has 
been told continuously for over 
2000 years without change? 

Come with me on a fantastic journey to 

meet your maker; do it through the 

Bible, his word. Why not at least 
consider it as an option – after all, what 

have you to lose?  

God Bless -- Bill 

(Continued from page 1) 

COLOMBIA  

PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANS  

On July 5, two Pentecostal pastors were shot and 
killed by suspected members of the guerrilla group, 

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), in 
the village of El Dorado. According to the latest 

reports, Pastors Humberto Mendez and Joel Garcia 
were taken from their homes by a group of men 

wearing camouflage clothing. Their bodies were found 
the next day. Pray God comforts and provides for 
these families. Ask that the Lord would convict the 
hearts of the persecutors and draw them to Christ. 

Pray for believers in Colombia.  (Psalm 23) M 
    

  SOURCE:  VOICE OF THE MARTYRS  

 NEWSLETTER  

Please send me more information on 

finding a personal relationship with God. 

 

Name ___________________________  

Address__________________________  

_________________ ______________  

Postcode__________  

Tel No: ___________  

Mail to; 705 Liverpool Road, Ainsdale,PR8  2QZ 

Or e-mail to adminataechurch@tiscali.co.uk 

“Come with me on a 
fantastic journey….”     
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W hen people know that I am a 

Christian (born again sort!) 

the responses  indicate a  variety of 

thoughts. One of the most commonly 

expressed views is that  “I believe that 

all religions are man-made”  I can 

sympathise with this to some extent 

because the culture in which we live 

generally seems to propagate this view. 

I read recently that a government sub 

committee, dealing with the Sexual 

Orientation Regulations, said that 

“Christians often made points as 

though Christianity were true”   

To say that all religion is man-made is 

a very sweeping statement and usually 

no serious attempts are made to support 

it. Of course it is difficult. How do you 

sift through all the information 

available to find the genuine that 

perhaps could be seen as giving rise to 

the counterfeit! But there are some 

simple tests that can be relatively easily 

applied. 

Firstly there is the issue 

of the documentation.  

The Bible.  It's 

preservation, unchanged 

over such a long period, and the 

integration of the Old and the New  

Testaments is unique.  The Dead Sea 

scrolls were added proof that the Old 

was unchanged with the passage of 

time.  There were thousands of parts of 

the New which used by the early 

church and put together  in formal 

recognition of their practical value. 

Any other texts, which expressed 

contrary and conflicting opinions were 

recognised as such by the Christian 

believers and were excluded from the 

final approved text.  Ref. “Why Believe 

The Bible” by John Blanchard. ISBN 0-

85234-559-3. * 

Secondly there is the  question 

of evolution and creation.  

Neither can be formally 

scientifically proved. Darwin's 

theories are just that; theories.  

Which view should prevail then 

depends upon probabilities. Which one 

is the more likely?  The popular view is 

of course evolution, which is usually 

misleadingly presented as being 

factual. This can be seriously 

challenged and many scientists in fact 

do so. Many physicists now believe 

that the universes have a beginning, 

even if that is expressed as the “big 

bang”. A current development in the 

origin of  life for many non Christian 

scientists is to believe in “intelligent 

design” because this is much more 

feasible in their view than evolution. In 

our view creationism is much more 

reasonable that evolutionism. Ref.  

“Evolution- Fact Or Fiction” by John 

Blanchard. ISBN 0-85234-530-5. * 

Thirdly is the 

resurrection of Christ 

true?   Many people 

have sought to prove 

that it did not happen.  

One book that I have  was written by a 

lawyer who set out to prove that the 

resurrection was an impossibility, and 

he ended by proving the opposite (legal 

proof of course not scientific proof.) 

One of the strongest evidences that it 

did happen is the behaviour of the early 

Christians.  If they thought He had 

risen but He had not then they were 

deluded or if they knew He had not and 

acted as though He had then they were 

deceitful. In neither of these cases  

would they nor their followers, even 

today, be willing to love their enemies 

and suffer and die for His name.  Ref.  

“The New Evidence That Demands A 

Verdict” by Josh McDowell. ISNB 0-

7852-4219-8.  

Fourthly the predictive aspects 

of the bible have to be 

examined.Suppose  you 

traced back your family 

tree to say, 1750, and 

discovered that one of 

your ancestors had written a genuine 

document about you. It may give your 

name, who you married, your children's 

names and other  things which could 

not have been known then.  The bible 

does this with 100% accuracy over a 

much longer time and even includes 

events happening today.  An 

explanation needs to be found.   For a 

creator God living in eternity, as 

opposed to time, it is not difficult to do 

this to suit His purposes. Ref.  “The 

New Evidence That Demands A 

Verdict” by Josh 

McDowell. ISBN    

0-7852-4219-8. 

These four points 

are just some that can be assessed Why 

do more people not act on them?  Well 

I am sure some do and then move on to 

belief and commitment. However sadly 

some people seem to progress no 

further than to simply repeat their 

initial impressions. Discussions 

become like an old style gramophone 

record where the needle gets stuck in a 

groove. The same points are gone over 

time after time. How tedious it 

becomes.   

“I believe”, “I believe”, “I believe”. 

What do you believe and why?  “This 

and That”  Have you looked at the 

evidence available.  Where does the 

motivation come from to search?  It 

often takes bad news or trouble for 

many to want to search these things.  

There is a very hard verse in the book 

of Romans chapter 1 verse 18 where it 

says that " many in 

their unrighteousness  

suppress the 

knowledge of the 

truth". 

God loves us and wants us to be 

forgiven and have a relationship with 

Him. Matthew chapter 7 verse 7  says 

“ask and you will receive, seek and you 

will find and knock and it will be 

opened to you”  The asking and 

seeking are the initial stages of enquiry 

where we establish an intellectual 

foundation for understanding issues 

that don't at first seem to fit our current 

thinking and then the 

question of sin and our 

personal judgement 

becomes an issue.  After 

all this, if we want eternal 

life and are willing to 

accept His conditions we 

can knock on God's door and He has 

promised  He will open the door to us. 

GF 

NB.*  The books by John Blanchard 

can be obtained by contacting the 

church and are free of charge. 

Alternatively they and the Josh 

McDowell publication may be obtained 

from local bookshops or Amazon. 
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 Within the last few weeks I had a most unexpected 
experience. I had been waiting for a few years to go into 

hospital for an eye operation and at last the operation was 
fixed at Manchester Eye Hospital. Then it happened, just after 

the operation, when I was coming round from the anesthetic 

  I read somewhere that when people do come round from 

under anaesthesia they are liable to say all sorts of things that 
they would not normally say and would definitely be 

embarrassed about what they said if they knew about it. 

 Well I didn't know what I had said. Then the 

nursing staff told me. 

 Firstly the question put to me 

was,   “Are you religious”.  My response 
was “What a strange question to ask at 

such a moment”. Then the conversation ran as follows. 

 "When you were coming round from the anaesthetic you 
started to speak loudly You began to say that we should 

Repent  give our lives to Christ before it is too late and come to 
The Lord Jesus Christ to be forgiven from our sins and to 

receive eternal life.  In fact this must have gone on for some 
time as other staff in the vicinity must have been called in to 

listen to it”. 

 What a surprise and what a joy.  I have 

preached the gospel many times but never when 

I was not aware I was doing so, and never to 
so many medical staff at one time.  Praise God.  

 Mark’s Gospel records Jesus saying "The time 
has come" he said "The kingdom of God is near.  Repent and 

believe the good news"  

And the good news is that GOD LOVES YOU and that love was 

demonstrated when he was taken and nailed to the cross by 
Roman soldiers.  Men rejected him, they spat at him the jeered 

at him and pushed a crown of thorns into his head . 

What about you ?  what will you do with Jesus ?  will you be 

the crowd that mocks Jesus, saying, why do I need this Jesus 
thing, I have my own faith and that’s my thing,  I have a good 

career a wife, family a nice house, car and great holidays every 
year why do I need Jesus.  

"For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only son 
that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal 

life " 
"For God did not send his son into the world to condemn the 

world but to save the world through him" 

John 3v16-17 

" For all have sinned and fallen short  of the 

glory of God"           Rom 3v23 

GN 

Unwelcome News from GAZA...    

ISRAEL ROUTINELY FEEDS THE 
PALESTINIANS  

Despite Hamas's claims to have "restored law 

and order" in the Gaza Strip, the terror organization has 

done nothing to prevent Qassam missiles from raining 

down on Sderot and the surrounding region. Hamas has 

even launched mortars at the very border crossings that 

serve as a lifeline to the Palestinian population. In 

addition, kidnapped Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit continues 

to be held in Gaza.  Any reasonable analysis of the 

situation would conclude that Israel, having previously 

withdrawn from Gaza, would be under no obligation to 

aid such a hostile entity. 

...But with a positive response 

The New York Times / International Herald Tribune 

reports from the Kerem Shalom border crossing: "between 

mortar attacks by Hamas and other militants, about 20 

truckloads of milk products, meat, medicines and eggs 

passed from Israel into Gaza, part of the effort to keep 

basic commodities reaching the 1.5 million Palestinians of 

the largely isolated strip." The article highlights mortar 

attacks on the crossing. Likewise, The Times of London 

also acknowledges the dilemma of closing the 

border and the need for restrictions on trade 

as well as the impact on the Palestinians.  

  SOURCE:  NEW YORK TIMES/

INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE 
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Friday 28th September 

Jacob Prasch (Moriel Ministries) 
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Sundays at 10.30am at Merefield School Hall, Westminster Drive, Ainsdale.  Tel:01704 574282  


